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3. .Research Project: Antidepressants, Emotions & Personality

1. Broken Spoke Bicyce Co-op – A Day of Women and Bicycles
Team Beryl, Broken Spoke Bike Co-op's group for women and trans folk, is hosting a day of
women and bicycles on Saturday 5th March (7th week) at the Story Museum. We'll be
bringing together an astonishing powerhouse of women doing cool things in the world of
bikes to talk, celebrate and inspire.
Featuring: Emily Chappell - extreme adventure cyclist, author of new book "What goes
around" on life as a cycle courier and all round cycling legend; Dr. Sheila Hanlon - expert
on the social and political history of women’s cycling, clothing, and bike design; Maxine
Filby - elite mountain biker and World Cup rider; Caren Hartley - England’s first female
(and award-winning) frame builder; and a whole host of other amazing women.
Details here (all welcome): http://bsbcoop.org/a-day-of-women-and-bicycles/
---------2.Oxtapp - Optimise your procrastination - All student media in one place!
Oxtapp is the app to make procrastinating that little bit more efficient
so you can get back to not working just a little sooner!
The app includes all the news from The OxStu, Cherwell, The Tab, Versa,
Isis and more in one place!
Available for free download on iOS and Android or viewable online.
iOS - https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/oxtapp/id1028037326?mt=8
Android - https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.cantapp.oxtapp
Web - http://www.oxtapp.com
We're also looking for a new social media editor to join our team, if
you're interested, get in touch at info@oxtapp.com.
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3.Research Project: Antidepressants, Emotions & Personality
We are looking for healthy volunteers aged 18-40 to participate in a study investigating
how antidepressants might change the processing of emotions in people with different
personality traits. The study involves receiving a 4 week treatment with a placebo (a
dummy pill) or a common antidepressant. You will be requested to:
I. Fill in questionnaires once a week
II. After 1 week, attend a first testing session with computer-based tests
III. After 4 weeks, attend a second testing session with a brain scan
To assess whether your personality profile matches our study objectives, please fill in the
questionnaire that you can find following this link and we will contact you about the result!
http://tinyurl.com/researchproject-aep
For more information: please contact Maria Waltmann
(maria.waltmann@psych.ox.ac.uk)
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